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We are not going to talk about IT equipment specifically (that we will save for a later tip or
two). Even aside from IT, electrical equipment in your office accounts for a significant amount
of energy use. Buying and using equipment wisely can make a real difference in your energy
bill. 

Rethink your copiers and appliances. The older your current equipment, the faster the payback
will be by replacing them with new, energy-efficient models. If you are leasing copiers,
upgrading should be easier to do as the energy use differential can be substantial. Today's
more efficient models have an EnergyStar® seal from the Department of Energy. They typically
use about 30% less power than a model without the seal (more details at
www.energystar.gov).

Do you have ovens (microwave or otherwise), refrigerators and/or dishwashers? Even if you
don’t upgrade, you may want to perform a little maintenance. Vents and heat exchangers can
accumulate dust and dirt that make the units run less efficiently. Having them pulled out and
vacuumed on a regular basis is well worth the effort. 

In the last tip, we discussed lighting, and I received several inquiries about LED (light-emitting
diode) lighting applications. LEDs are very efficient and their potential is superior performance,
efficiency and longevity compared to any other lighting. They can be used effectively to replace
recessed ceiling lighting or track lighting. New applications are arriving monthly. However, I am
not recommending them as general replacement for fluorescent fixtures because the capital
cost is too high in most cases. If you are doing new construction and you see advantages in
gaining LEED (Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design) certification, then LEDs are a
very useful addition.

I am happy to respond to any questions. Just e-mail me at
hbalikov@goldmanenvironmental.com. Put PhilaBar and the tip title in the subject line for a
quicker response.
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